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ABSTRACT
This position paper presents the project "Becoming Avatar" deals with avatars' immersion [1] addressed through an interdisciplinary experimental approach. Its goal, at the crossroad of the creation of images and interactive technology, of virtual reality, neurophysiology and information and communication sciences, is to develop a device and a media scenario to support the hypothesis of a split state and to objectify the situation of bilocation [2]. Being present both here in front of the screen and over there, beyond the screen, which is shown by empirical studies of video games and by artists and metaverse explorers in Second Life. This type of state resonates in neurophysiology with the artificial "Out-of-Body Experiences" sensations produced with the aid of virtual reality equipment on healthy subjects.

The production includes the development of a scientific experimental facility for physiological measurements and a public installation allowing someone to live a non-ordinary experience of split self. The common feature to both aspects of the project is based on the original idea of integrating video and 3D technology in order to experiment a situation of flight in mixed reality. The subject is literally invited to "become an avatar", indeed, he sees his own image, filmed from behind, inlaid into a synthetic world where he will be able to move freely and experiment different events. This autoscopic system of immersion was imagined in 2012 by E. Pereny and worked again in 2013-2014 with Pr A. Berthoz and E.A. Amato, to be developed and finalized with N. Galinetti and G. Gorisse, with Jams sessions integrating students.
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1. EXPERIMENTATION PROPOSED
To describe simply the experimentation we propose, we shall now introduce its basic scenario: the free flight. At the beginning of the session, the subject is facing a green curtain with a head mounted display. Then, the screens before his eyes are switched on, he is now seeing a virtual desert landscape with mountains and a glowing sky where the clouds are drifting. Suddenly, his perfectly cutout body, filmed from the back, is appearing, standing in the middle of the landscape. When the subject is moving, and because of the real time reacting of the image, he is realizing that he is like a 3D avatar viewed in third person perspective. He hears the instruction to lift his arms, which will cause the take-off of his body few meters above the ground.

Then, the image of the subject body seems to bend forward, although he himself remains right straight up, which initiates a general scrolling of the landscape. Then starts a learning phase which will train him to navigate in the landscape. Indeed, using his arms, the subject can induce the movement of his avatar to turn right or left, go up or down, depending on their orientations. After having some time to enjoy the sensations procured by this flight activity, he will have to face different events, tests or tasks that will allow him to experience the emotions of this split state situation in this mixed reality. Several physiological parameters will be measured during the experiment.
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is also well illustrated by the dream and the feelings of ghost limbs [8]. We know that these are the specialized areas [9] (parieto-insular cortex and temporoparietal junction) of the brain that are involved in a privileged way, both in the multi-sensory fusion and in the construction of this body schema. The same area are involved in the relationship between body and space, or in the representation of the gravity acceleration and therefore of the orientation of the body relative to gravity, which is one of the function of the vestibular system. Furthermore, Neuropsychology data describes the role of these areas in the phenomena of autoscopic, haustoscopy and out-of-body experiences, which are today studied by neurologists. Finally, it was shown that these areas are also involved in the relationship with others and empathy [10].

3. METHODES AND PERSPECTIVES

Finally, it is useful to emphasize the research-creation method that we are implementing with the researchers involved in this scientific cooperation between the University of Paris 8, the Collège de France and the Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers. We called our approach techno-social because it takes advantage of the availability and maturity of technology in order to invent their socialization through the creation of original content, materialized through experimentation and technical devices [11]. The preparation and the production are interdisciplinary, but the resulting objects are transdisciplinary, leading to new uses in innovative or classical domains. The originality, assumed by the leaders of this project, is to combine both research and education, including students of different levels, and experiment iteratively various situations with the public to make theoretical advances.

A derivative of the experimental installation may be useful for diagnosis or even remediation of cognitive deficits in pathological identity or visuospatial functions, as well as for training in weightlessness situations or humanoid tele-robotics. The public installation, beyond the reflexive experience and the technical relationship will be proposed in technology exhibitions and could also lead to adaptations in the field of entertainment or in popular science venues such as the Futuroscope or the Museum of Science and Industry in Paris.
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